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a b s t r a c t

The burning question surrounding the use of Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) devices is not

merely whether they should be used, but how widely they should be used, especially in

view of some ethical implications that arise concerning the social and legal aspects of

human life. As technology advances, it can be exploited to affect the quality of life. Since

the effects of BMIs can be both positive and negative, it is imperative to address the issue of

the ethics surrounding them. This paper presents the ways in which BMIs can be used and

focuses on the ethical concerns to which neuroscience is thus exposed. The argument put

forward supports the use of BMIs solely for purposes of medical treatment, and invites the

legal framing of this.
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Introduction be used, especially in view of some ethical implications that
A brain-machine interface (BMI) is the direct communication

between a brain and an external device, which involves the

use of transducing or stimulating electrodes. A BMI may take

the form of a brain-computer interface, a direct neural inter-

face, a brain-machine application, or a deep brain stimulating

electrode. The morphology is not fixed, much like its use. In

practice, experiments about BMIs started towards the end of

the 20th Century and have aimed to restore eyesight, hearing,

mobility, to treat Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy or to relieve

pain. On the theory level, BMIs started to concern academics

after the turn of the millennium; hence the debate

surrounding BMIs is still rather young.

The burning question surrounding the use of BMIs is not

merelywhether they should be used, but how widely they should
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arise concerning the social, as well as legal, aspects of human

life. In other words, if BMIs are to be used, should there be

placed a limit to the extent and to the way in which they are

used?

As technology advances, it can be further exploited

through medicine so that it can affect the quality of human

life. Since the effects of BMIs can be both positive and nega-

tive, it is imperative to address the issue of the ethics

surrounding BMIs.

In what follows, the discussion presents the ways in

which BMIs can be used and focuses on the ethical

concerns to which neuroscience is thus exposed. The

argument put forward supports the use of BMIs solely for

purposes of medical treatment, and invites the legal

framing of this.
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How do BMIs work?

There are invasive, partially-invasive and non-invasive BMIs.

Invasive BMIs are implanted directly into the brain during

neurosurgery. These are the most effective, as the electrode-

brain interface is the closest. Yet, at the least, they tend to

cause scar-tissue formation, as the body reacts to a foreign

body in the brain, which in turn weaken the signals signifi-

cantly, and at the worst they may lead to direct neural

damage. Invasive BMIs have been used to treat Parkinson’s

disease, non-congenital (i.e. acquired) blindness, as well as

paralysis. Recent experiments have demonstrated that

communication is possible with people who are completely

paralysed and who cannot use their body parts independently

(e.g. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis patients). BMIs focusing on

motor neuroprosthetics seek to restore movement or provide

a device that will assist paralysed individuals, such as inter-

faces with computers or robotic arms.4,6,7

Partially-invasive BMIs are implanted inside the skull or the

spine but outside the Central Nervous System. These are less

effective than invasive BMIs, but have the benefit of a lower

risk of tissue damage. Electrocorticography (ECoG) is amethod

that has been used in the investigation of patients suffering

from severe epilepsy, where the ECoG implant proved to be

easy to control, requires minimal training on the patient, and

keeps a satisfactory level of signals. Spinal cord stimulation

used to treat intractable pain also involves the insertion of

electrodes extradurally over the spinal cord and is another

example of a partially-invasive BMI.

Non-invasive BMIs have been used to power muscle

implants and restore partial movement. They are easily used,

but produce poor signal resolution, as the skull dampens the

signals and therefore interferes with the electromagnetic

waves created by the neurons. Electroencephalography (EEG)

is the most studied potential non-invasive BMI and has been

used to enable epileptic patients to prevent impending

epileptic fits by control over a computer cursor, as well as to

allow paralysed patients to communicate through

a computer.
Should BMIs be used in medicine?

The benefits of using BMIs, whether invasive, partially- or

non-invasive, can grant medicine a leap forward. Through

BMIs, neuroscience has made considerable progress in treat-

ing a number of diseases and conditions that continue to

trouble humanity today. Cochlear implants have been used to

treat patients whose auditory nerve is damaged; retinal

implants have been used to treat acquired blindness; BMI-

based motor prostheses have been used in patients with

epilepsy or paralysis, through the control of an artificial limb;

deep brain stimulation has been used to treat patients with

Parkinson’s disease who havemotor complications secondary

to medication and spinal cord stimulation is used for treat-

ment of intractable pain.3

One must not eliminate, however, the adverse side effects

that have been observed during BMI experimentation, such as

neuronal damage during electrode insertion or scar-tissue
formation in the brain with the application of invasive BMIs,

and the potential for nervous system and psychiatric disor-

ders. In Parkinson’s disease, for example, stimulation at

certain targets has been thought to increase the risk of

suicide.11 On the other hand, careful analysis has shown that

the suicide may be more related to unrecognised active

psychiatric disease or postoperative management rather than

the effect of the stimulation itself. Partially-invasive BMIs can

be used more safely, since these do not cause direct tissue

damage to the central nervous system. At any rate, science

could never progress without experimentation, and this

inevitably sometimes entails unwanted adverse side effects.

Inmedicine, the extent towhich experimentation can proceed

while producing adverse side effects surely must be

controlled. This, in turn, amounts to the (currently lacking)

limits thatmust be legally cemented regarding the use of BMIs.
How should BMIs be used?

In other words, the use of BMIsmust be legally framed. At this

point, we must turn our attention to the fact that BMIs can be

used either for medical treatment, which has hitherto been

discussed, or for enhancement of a “normal” ability or

condition.

Regarding medical treatment, no legislation is in place to

safeguard the informed consent of the patients before a BMI is

used in their therapy, nor is there a guarantee for the

protection of their personal data during the use of a BMI.

There lacks a protocol to guide the application of BMIs in

humans, even in animals (not forgetting animal rights). These

are serious ethical concerns and could have severe social

implications if not dealt with adequately.

Steps have been made so that BMIs be used not just for

therapy, but also for human enhancement. A strong case is

the United States military, which has begun to explore the

possibility of using BMIs to enhance troop performance, as

well as a possible development by adversaries.10 The abuse of

BMIs would potentially trigger an indefinite series of BMI

exploitations by various parties in order to serve purposes that

are in essence unethical. One might argue that using BMIs for

military troop enhancement is unethical because it would

make a war unjust. What war is just? Whether a war is just or

unjust, ethical or unethical, does not concern us here. What

should, however, be held in clear view is that antagonism is

embedded in human behaviour, especially seen in the

struggle for power and domination that has characterised the

human species ever since recorded history can help us

remember. Given the opportunity to use BMIs freely, the

antagonistic human will most probably abuse it to serve

purposes that in the long run could threaten his own species.

Another view is that it is unethical to use BMIs for the

enhancement of troop performance because this means dis-

respecting the limits of nature; that “playing God” will even-

tually backfire, is an argument often used against the abuse of

genetic engineering, otherwise considered a great scientific

advancement, because the extent of the adverse side effects

could be very distressing and is, in fact, unknown.

BMI experimentation has revealed the ability to modify

behaviour, such as in the case of depression or Tourette’s
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syndrome.1,8 On another occasion, a neurochip has been

designed to function as an artificial hippocampus

ehippocampus being the area of the brain designed to encode

experiences for storage as long-termmemories elsewhere in the

brain.9 With sufficient progress in this area, it is ethically

disputable that BMIs should be used for anything other than

therapyeandthatwiththeappropriate legal framework inplace.

In other words: There are some issues where there is, or

should be, no room for risk-taking. Such are those where the

risk of losing what makes us human is prominent esuch as

genetic engineering, ore inneuroengineeringe theuseofBMIs

for anything but therapy. BMIs promise an ability to progres-

sively control the human body in terms of mobility, eyesight,

hearing, even behaviour. Human antagonism, coupledwith an

unrestrained use of BMIs, could incur consequences that could

prove critical for the stability of the human society and, ulti-

mately, for the human species as a whole. Compared with

other methods used to enhance the human body and brain,

suchasgenemanipulationandpharmacologicalmanipulation

(doping), the potential dangers associated with BMI-related

enhancement are still complicated and unclear.4,12 The extent

to which the use of BMIs, especially for purposes other than

medical therapy, could in the long run harm instead of benefit

human life isunknownand the riskofdiscovering thiswhen it is

too late, is too great to take.

Furthermore, the uncontrolled use of BMIs threatens not

only the ‘unwritten’ social norms, but also the ‘written’ laws

in criminal justice. Mens rea is a criminal law concept

requiring proof that the mental state of the accused was such

that s/he committed the crime purposely, knowingly, reck-

lessly or negligently. If BMIs promise to control higher mental

functions such as attention, memory, choice, even

consciousness, then the accused in court could easily escape

conviction simply by appealing to the causality of the brain. In

other words, the accused will claim that the brain is a causal

machine and that s/he had neither a choice about the matter,

hence nor any responsibility of her or his criminal actions.2,5

Yet it is the legal system that should contain the use of BMIs

for therapeutic purposes. A legal framework must be put in

place so as to control the extent to which adverse side effects

in BMI-treated patients are acceptable; to safeguard patients’

right to be informed and to protect their personal data; to

protect the rights of the animals used in experimentation; to

prevent the (ab)use of BMIs for purposes of enhancement,

potentially leading to consequences that carry the risk of

destroying much of what currently holds the human society

and characterises the human species; and to pre-empt the

possibility of a mockery of the criminal justice system. The

concerns surrounding these issues make the use of BMIs the

greatest ethical challenge that neuroscience faces today.
Further philosophical considerations

The general debate around BMIs raises questions about the

ethical implications that arise, as well as about how neuro-

science could threaten what makes us human. Considering

the promises that BMIs hold, from controlling thoughts and

desires, to voluntary mobility, one can’t help asking “how

robotic can we be before we stop being human?” If volition, in
its widest sense of wanting or choosing to act or behave in

a certain way, can be controlled by machines, then causality

leaves little room for free will.

Ethically, this leadsus to the imperative conclusion that the

use of BMIs should urgently be legally contained, so as to avoid

the risk of discovering precisely where the limits of humanity

lie e viz. so as to avoid the incurrence of irreversible conse-

quences, destructive for the human social and legal arrange-

ment and for the course of the human species as a whole.

On a deeper philosophical level, by “robotising” human

volition or behaviour, real-life BMIs inevitably renew the

philosophical internalisteexternalist argument, suggesting

evidence of the existence of the external world (the world

surrounding oneself) and thus challenging the classic Carte-

sian argument that holds possible only the knowledge that I

exist, but not that the world around me does, too.

Just as ethics holds the social role of guiding legislation, so

neuroethics holds the role of guiding legislation regarding

neuroscience. An attempt has been made in this paper to

argue for the use of BMIs for medical treatment but not for

enhancement, and for legally securing that this is done in the

most socially sensible way possible.
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